EducoSoft
Winter 2011 Release
We are committed to providing our users the best online teaching and learning
experience. This winter release brings several new features and enhancements that will
make your experience at EducoSoft more pleasant and useful. We are grateful to you for
all your valuable suggestions and feedbacks that help us constantly improve the features
and functionality of EducoSoft. We'd love to hear from you, so please keep sending your
valuable comments and suggestions to us. Please log into EducoSoft.com and check out
all the new features and enhancements we released on December 29th, 2010:

Summary of New Features
1. Printing Submitted Assessment: Instructors can now print submitted MC type
assessment with student answers, correct answer and feedback.
2. Multiple version of a question: Instructors can create multiple versions of a MC
question without having to create each version from scratch.
3. Assessment Prerequisites: Instructors can attach multiple assessments as
prerequisite to an assessment. Also when an assessment is created for multiple
sections, all prerequisites also get created automatically. Importing assessment
will import attached prerequisites too.
4. Weighted grading period: Instructors can now assign weight to each grading
period in a term.
5. New UI for English Language Course: A new user friendly interface is
introduced to users of English language course.

6. Recover deleted assessment: If an assessment is deleted, it will be available
under ‘deleted assessments’ tab. Instructors can restore these deleted assessments
at the click of a button.
7. Assessment List: More filters have been added to facilitate easy assessment
lookup.
8. Unlimited repeat: Students pay for a web access in educosoft only once.
She/he can repeat the course unlimited number of times without having to pay for
access again.
9. Course Calendar: Instructors can display course related events on calendar.
10. Assessment topic selection page: Instructors can select multiple topics at a time
for creating assessment.
11. Multiple Option Practice Sheet (MOPS) and TYS: Instructors can use MOPS
and TYS type assessments as prerequisite to an assessment. MOPS type
assessments can be timed by instructors. Preview option is now available for
MOPS and TYS type assessments. Result page is displayed after a MOPS is
submitted by a student.
12. Edit Score: Instructors can see the history of each edited score of any assessment,
along with date and time of edit and other relevant information.
13. Query Forward: Instructors has option to forward a student query to Educosoft
tech support.
14. Tutorial Time in decimal form: instructors who want to assign tutorial time for
grading criteria in hours and minutes can now enter as decimal number.
15. Practice Test: If instructor forgets to check auto-practice while creating an
assessment, a practice for that assessment can be created any time after the
assessment is created.
16. New ‘Error Marking’ Question Type: A new question type is added which
allows students to identify and correct sentence errors.

17. Test Product enhancement: Study plan section of the test product is enhanced
and simplified. Study plan is available after a diagnostic test is taken. Study plan
lists all the topics where the student did not meet the proficiency criteria set by the
instructor. System will assign a quiz for each of those topics to help student master
the concepts.
18. Deactivate instructors who are not using the system: Campus coordinator can
filter the inactive instructors who are not using the system. This will clean up the
instructor list in several places.
19. FAQ: Instructors can assign FAQ to multiple sections.

